
                       

 

Fork Tube Covers Install 
 
You will have to have your bike on a lift to remove the front wheel. This will allow you to loosen the Triple Tree 
Bolts to loosen enough to slide your fork tubes down so you can put on your new fork tubes. 
 
Use the Rubber O Ring for each tube (2 are provided) and slide it over your fork tube, then slide the fork tube 
on to your fork sliders once you have them on, then slide the O Ring down so the fork tube doesn’t hit the triple 
tree, rolling it off it goes between the lower Triple Tree and the New Fork Tube to cushion it so it’s not metal to 
metal. 
You will notice the slight angle of the Fork Tubes that end goes on the top of the lower Triple Tree, rotate it into 
position until flush. 
 
Replace your fork tubes and bolt down the triple tree bolts, read your Owners Manual to get the correct 
Torque for it is dangerous to ride without the proper torque of your front end. 
 
We accept no responsibility for any negligence of this install so please follow the owners manual for 
this install. 
 
If you have the wrap around’s to add, then you will receive a set of metal rings, the O ring goes on first then the 
metal ring, then the wrap around turns signal then the fork tube, then you can put the trees on and torque them 
to the owner’s manual spec’s. 
 
Wire your led wrap around’s and heat shrink the wires so they don’t short out and wire them into your turn 
signal harness. 
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